BASWARE
ANALYTICS
Gain Actionable Insight into Spend, Process KPIs and Suppliers.
Have you empowered everyone to manage their function's spend?
Do you have real-time visibility into purchase-to-pay processes and
potential discount capture?
Insight into spend, process KPIs and supplier
metrics not only drives savings to your bottom
line, but it also gives you critical control over
your financial operations. Basware Analytics
provides all of these capabilities and more in
one easy-to-use, highly visual purchase-to-pay
reporting solution. You’ll uncover bottlenecks
and opportunities for savings, as well as ways to
streamline operations for greater efficiency and
control.

Advanced graphical data:
It’s all in how you see it

Insight from the purchase-to-pay expert

Basware Analytics is easy to implement
organization wide, so employees are instantly
empowered to make more informed decisions.
The dashboards are designed to address the
specific reporting needs of different functions
and roles within your organization. Users can
view reports on their web browser - on their
desktop or tablet - to get insights on the go.

Basware Analytics is based on over 30 years of
global leadership and best practices in purchaseto-pay. It gives you a holistic view of your
operations, with actionable insights and drilldown visibility to share across your organization
and beyond.

Out-of-the-box solutions deliver fast ROI

Basware Analytics’ advanced data visualization
and reporting tools make data easy to
understand. The graphical representations enable
you to quickly identify patterns, bottlenecks,
and trends. Users can view the information in
the pre-built reports and also create their own.

Fact based decision making

Features
Packaged reports, KPIs, dashboards
Drill down into root-cause analysis
Easy ad-hoc reporting for all users
Customizable views
Access on your desktop or tablet
Instant dashboard sharing and
scheduled distribution

Benefits
Actionable insights into spend,
finance, process KPIs
Ability to better manage spend,
cash, supplier relationships and
discounts

Basware Analytics includes built-in reporting that
can be easily implemented to deliver fast ROI.
Its packaged dashboards, reports, graphs and
KPIs allow you to quickly identify ways to optimize
spend, improve cash management and supplier
performance, as well as reduce costs and streamline processes.

Basware Analytics leverages data across the
entire purchase-to-pay process, facilitating better
collaboration between departments. For example,
AP and Procurement departments can identify
the top suppliers and trends in payment terms
and work together to avoid late payments,
capture discounts and improve supplier
relationships.

Empowers users organizationwide to make better decisions

Valuable insights into spend,
cash flow and purchase-to-pay

Easy ad-hoc reporting for faster insights

Role and cost center based access
give users the specific data they
need

Basware Analytics’ KPIs monitor such metrics as
matching rates, on-time payments, spend under
management, and cycle times. You can drill down
into root-cause analysis to easily identify bottlenecks and uncover opportunities for savings.
The tool’s interactive data filtering gives you
the ability to slice and dice the data in any way,
eg. spend volume by category, organization unit,
cost center, project or other relevant dimension.

Basware Analytics’ easy-to-use ad-hoc reporting
reduces the need for using report developers or
outside consultants every time new insights are
required. It empowers your key users to find the
information they need as self-service.
Basware Analytics gives you the edge you need
to grow your business. By gaining insights into
purchase to pay, you can better manage spend,
cash and supplier relations, while improving
processes and ultimately the bottom line.

Enables ongoing process
improvements
Uncover savings opportunities
and rationalize supply base
Enables cross-departmental
collaboration and shared KPIs

Basware Analytics addresses the process, spend and financial visibility needs
across your organization, providing actionable insights to the different organizational roles. Below are some examples of the benefits for just a few of these roles:

Why Choose
Basware Analytics

Critical insights for financial leaders

Built upon 30 years of best practices

•
•
•
•
•

Provides holistic, integrated view
across purchase-to-pay process

Organization-wide spend visibility
AP Cash Forecast, Cash Flow
AP process metrics
Financial KPIs like on-time payment %
Organization-wide drill-down capabilities to
business units

Developed by the process expert
in purchase-to-pay

Highly visual, easy-to-use
reporting empowers users
Packaged reports provide fast ROI
Easy ad-hoc reporting

Critical insights for procurement leaders
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spend visibility and trends
Category spend and volume
Manage spend to supplier ratio
Supplier rationalization opportunities
Supplier performance metrics
Procurement process metrics

Critical insights for AP leaders
•
•
•
•
•
•

AP value & volumes
AP process metrics
Cash management KPIs
Payment & discount capture metrics
Continuous improvement programs
Team productivity metrics

Critical insights for financial
shared service centers
•
•
•
•

Corporate-wide visibility
Ability to compare companies, countries, BUs
Process performance metrics
Role-based dashboards and root-cause
analysis

Critical insights for business
managers & cost center owners
•
•
•
•

Proactive budget consumption tracking
Forecast based on actual spend
Cost center based spend visibility
Vendor spend and metrics

Built using market-leading
business intelligence and data
visualization technology

Solutions for Networked
Purchase-to-Pay
Basware solutions for Networked
P2P are globally scalable. They
cover the entire P2P cycle,
enabling you to transform your
procurement and AP processes:
Basware Purchase to Pay:
Automate your invoice handling
process for visibility and control
and increase spend under
management.
Basware Commerce Network:
Collaborate with your suppliers
and exchange purchase orders
and invoices electronically over
the world's largest open commerce
network.
Basware Financing Services:
Optimize cash and working capital
and improve B2B relationships by
leveraging financing and
e-payment solutions on the
Basware Commerce Network.

“The successful execution
of the P2P strategies that
impact cash positions
requires a level of cohesion
and visibility across the
entire P2P process that is
usually best supported by
technology solutions. “
- Andrew Bartolini,
Chief Research Officer,
Ardent Partners

Basware is the global leader in providing purchase-to-pay and e-invoicing solutions in the world of commerce.
We empower companies to unlock value across their financial operations by simplifying and streamlining key
financial processes. Our Basware Commerce Network enables easy collaboration between buyers and suppliers
of all sizes. With Basware, businesses can introduce completely new ways of buying and selling to achieve
significant cost savings and boost their cash flow.
Find out how Basware helps money move more easily and lets commerce flow at www.basware.com
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